Preface
UKO is a computer program (or code) that uses the finite difference method to solve initial-value problems of continuum rock mechanics in one spatial dimension. Planar, cylindrical, and spherical symmetries are allowed. All media are assumed to be isotropic and homogeneous. The name UKO, an acronym for "Underground KO," was chosen to indicate that the code was developed from the KO code* and deals with rock mechanics. KO simulates elastic behavior and plastic flow.
Rock behavior is considerably complicated by tiie failure processes that occur as stress waves traverse rock media. UKO extends the KO computer program to include models to simulate the brittle/ductile failure associated with rocks. Models also describe the very general failure surfaces of rock, how these surfaces change, and how stresses relax or are limited during failure. Also used in UKO is a new form of artificial viscosity tiiat provides smoother and more accurate solutions.
The purpose of this report is to provide the user of UKO with a general descrip tion of the models used and to show how these models are represented in the coding. We hope that the user who reads this report and the UKO Input Description carefully will find the code to be, not a black box, but a light gray box that he can use with ease and-confide nee.
The user should be warned i iO simulates processes that are complex and subtly interrelated. Nevertheless, UK J gives the user exceptional freedom in specifying equation of state information so that a very wide range of materials and states can be represented. When improperly used, this freedom can lead to nonsensical results. For thase reasons it is imperative that the user understand the models of the code before he uses it for quantitative predictions. No code can outguess its users, nor can it always fail safely.
INTRODUCTION
The basic equations of continuum mechanics are the conservation equations of mass, momentum, and energy; in auuition, one must have an equation-of-state (EOS) of the materials. For purely hydrodynamic (fluid) systems, the EOS can be just the expression of pressure as a function of energy (or temperature) and density. Such use of pressure alone is limited to materials for which the stress field is always isotropic, i.e., the force per unit area at a point is the same in every direction. Solid materials cannot be characterized in this manner, because, in addition to resisting changes in density, they have the additional property of resisting changes in shape.
In this document we assume that the reader is familiar with purely hydrodynamic behavior and the use of pressure as a variable used to characterize such behavior. We also assume that the reader is familiar with the notion of approximating differential equations by finite difference equations, .n Part I, we present an elementary discussion of elastic behavior and numerical considerations, but we emphasize the failure descrip tion of the UKO code. We encourage the reader to read Wilkins' paper (Ref. 1).
ELASTIC BEHAVIOR
For any given infinitesimal element in an isotropic medium, it is possible to characterize the stress state by six components: v x> a. c? z , T X< T , and T . Only three of these are independent (Fig. 1 ).
The components CTJ (i = x, y, a) represent the stress normal to the face of the element whose face is perpendicular to the i-axis; the shear stresses (TJ, not shown in Fig. 1 ) are stresses parallel to the same element face. It is always possible, by rotation, to find a coordinate system for which all the T'S are zero; this is called the principal coordinate system. It is con venient, though not necessary, to discuss the stresses with respect to the principal coordinate system, so the stress description in the rest of this document assumes the Thus the pressure is just the: negative of the average stress, and the ith devi.?.toric stress is just the difference between the ith principal stress and the average stress. In UKO, changes in density s.i-e associated with pressure, and changes in shape are associated with the deviatoric stresses. In Fig. 2 , a shear stress r is applied to an elastic solid. In elastic T «• behavior, the solid returns to its original \ f~ rectangular shape after T is removed.
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We define the shear strain in this system as 6, the tangent of the angle ip. The material parameter of most interest in determining 6 is the modulus of rigidity Fig. 2 . She.tr distortion of an infini':ss-G (also called is defined as 1 G (also called the shear modulus), which ! ma J volume -* i s a n infinitesimal angle.
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s h e ar stress 6 shear strain " G is a measure of tl*e degree to which a material can support anisotropic stresses. Thus, for hydrodynamic fluids, for which the stresses are always isotropic, G = 0. Likewise, G is also a measure of the degree to which a material resists changes in shape. In the UKO computer code, the user specifies G as a function of pressure.
The material description must also include the manner in which the material resists change in density. This is required for both hydrodynamic fluids and solids. Then dV dP T " ~"K~ ' where K is the bulk modulus. A large value of K indicates that the material is hard to compress. We note also that T = e l + e 2 + e 3 '
where e. is the strain of elongation of the ith direction, (A£/4).. In the UKO code, it proves most convenient to obtain the pressure directly from an EOS in which the pressure is a function of density and energy. However, the deviatoric stresses are obtained by integrating the following equation (from Wilkins ):
where the dot denotes time derivative. To this point, the behavior has been assumed to be elastic. To complete the description for rocks, failure must be included.
BH1TTLE/DUCTILE FAILURE
When material fails, the stresses are relaxed (reduced in size) or their growth is limited. Before discussing this aspect of failure, we require u criterion to deter mine when such failure mechanisms are to occur. To discuss this criterion, we express the stress state in terms of invariants. There can be three Independent in variants for any given description oi a stress state. These invariants may be, of course, expressed in terms of a , a , a r , T , and •.-_. Again, cur discussion is confined to the principal coordinate system for which the T'S are zero. One such possible set (a standard one) of invariants follows:
Third deviatoric invariant
For a more detailed discussion of invariants, the reader is referred to the books by 2 3 4 5 Nadai, Jaeger, Liebowitz, and Jaeger and Cook. For convenience, in the UKO code we use the following invariants:
Note that they all have units of stress. The octahedral shear stress is the shear stress on the face of a differential element when that face is rotated so it is equally inclined to the principal axes. The expression I"v» "-s a measure of the relative values of the 1/3 stresses. For example, I"' n = 0 when the greatest principal stress exceeds the average stress by the same amount that the least stress is less than the average stress.
1/3 This is equivalent to saying that, for l"' D = 0, the stress state is a pure shear super imposed on a pressure. We define compression as those stress states for which °1 < a 2 = a 3 •
We define extension as those stress states for which CT Fig. 4. T -P projection of the stress space. the material melts and can no longer sustain shear stresses. For negative pressures (tension), typical materials are quite weak. We assume that all the curves converge to the same point (r = 0) on the pres sure axis for which the material is in hydrostatic tension. To generate the complete failure surface from the graph of Fig. 4 , 've can assume that T is expressible as a three-termed expansion in terms of U' D for any given value of P. Then the coefficients in the expansion are functions of pressure only. The failure surface is then given by T Q (failure) = Aj(P) + A 2 (P) I^ + A g (P) Ig D rV3 (1) 1'his technique generates a fairly general class of failure surfaces. We use this approach in UKO, although the third (A") term is eliminated because two of the principle stresses are always equal in a one-dimensional computer code {the stress state is always compression or extension). The failure surface is specified in the UKO code by specifying values of T as a function of pressure both for compression and extension. The code then generates the pressure-dependent coefficients, A 1 and A", of Eq. (1).
So far, we have discussed only the mathematical mapping of a failure surface. It should be emphasized that the model assumes that failure is a function of the stress state only, and is independent of path. We must now provide a computational model that simulates stress behavior during failure.
We begin by assuming that there exists a continuum of failure surfaces that depend on the state of material. The continuum is bounded by two extremes: a failure surface for consolidated material and a failure surface for rubble. UKO requires that these two bounding failure surfaces be given. All material is assumed to be initially consolidated. At failure, however, the surface changes to some value intermediate between consolidated and rubble. To determine this intermediate surface for each material, RUBF (rubble fraction) is specified in UKO as a function of the pressure at which failure occurs. Thus, for most materials, RUBF = 1 for failure at negative pressures, and RUBF might be expected to approach 0 as the pressures get large and the rock behaves in a fairly ductile manner. If we assume that r (at failure) is 1/3 ° independent of !"'_. and that the three types give the same T -P relationship, then Fig. 5 shows what these surfaces might look like in a T -P plot. Note that the rubble surface has been indicated as possessing no strength for negative pres sure. If an element of material in Fig. 5 goes from A to B in one time step, the new failure surface is far from B and the stresses must be relaxed. On the other hand, if P > P™ the material may be ductile and one might simply limit T so that it cannot go above ths failure surface.
Brittle behavior will be defined as the low-pressure stress-relaxation process. Wilkins 7 has suggested that computer codes can use two simple models (dislocation and Maxwell solid) for stress relaxation. UKO also uses a dislocation model in which T is reduced at a constant rate f" = -2GT , where y (the plastic strain rate) is input to UKO for each material. UKO also uses a modified Maxwell solid model for stress relaxation for brittle failure,
where -(inverse viscosity) is input for each material, and where AT is the difference '/ o between the value of T and the failure surface value of T at the same value of P. This simply says that the relaxation rate becomes faster as the stress state is farther from the failure surface.
The values of y and n determine brittle failure stress relaxation rates. How ever, for ductile failure we simply limit T so it cannot go above the failure surface. DUCF (ductile fraction) is input to UKO as a function of pressure to determine the mixture o" failure mechanisms. One might have DUCF = 0 for low pressure, and the value of DUCF would go smoothly to 1 as the pressure increases.
In UKO, material melts when a specified specific energy occurs for a given material. As this energy value is approached, the purely solid-like properties of the material vanish. Thus the shear modulus (G), the deviatoric invariants (T and I 3n ), and the failure surface all approach zero.
When material spalls, the pressures and stresses both relax completely and the shear modulus is set to zero. The UKO code assumes that spall occurs when the specific volume of material exceeds the value of specific volume associated with the minimum pressure that can be sustained by the material according to the failure surface. As material recompacts and positive pressures are achieved, the degree of ductile behavior is used as a criterion to allow the shear modulus to heal so that its full value is regained when the ductility reaches a specified value. The P-V data is then used to calculate the corresponding volume for spall. This spall volume is also used as a criterion for recompaction. If the material recompacts, then it becomes necessary to use the P-V data again. It should be noted that the spalling phenomenon involves discontinuous behavior when spalled material is recompacted. We have found that the undesirable noise in the solution for recompaction of spalled material is reduced by the use of artificial viscosity (see "Numerical Considerations"). Typically, a linear q multiplier equal to 0.5 is used for spalled material.
A number of idealized test problems have been run in which the methods of mixing the failure surfaces (consolidated/rubble) and failure mechanisms (brittle/.-, 'tile) have been varied over reasonable ranges. The resulting variations of velocity fields, displacements, etc., in such calculations have been very small.
The code provides smooth and continuous material behavior (with the exceptions of spall), and solutions converge as zone size is reduced. The scale of the failure description is macroscopic rather than microscopic, and a continuum-mechanics model is used. However, the flexible input format allows the code user to input EOS information in a physically inconsistent way and to include discontinuities in these EOS 'S. Thus, as is true with almost all computer programs, the code user must appreciate the limits of the model before he .Jan use it profitably. To simulate a real shock wave and the subsequent relaxation, one would need to model the real viscosity (rather than artificial viscosity) and have the zone size small compared to the shockrise thickness. Then one could also use physically measured values for relaxation rate constants. Unless this is done, the relaxation mechanisms must be considered -6-as numerical artifices and close "cousins" of the artificial viscosity. Thus, it may be necessary to determine i and n" by trial and error to obtain a smooth (non-noisy) solution. In a wide variety of test problems, however. It was observed that the calculations were not significantly affected by varying y and n* ever several orders of magnitude. This indicates that the dominant numerical, artifice is the artificial viscosity, which is discussed in "Numerical Considerations."
Because of the artificial nature of •} and n" , we have found it useful to bypass the brittle description described above for some calculations. This is done by setting DVCF -1 for all pressure values. Brittle behavior is then designated as the behavior associated with failure that is accompanied by the generation of a new failure surface. Both models are available to the code user, who must determine which is more appropriate for his calculation.
We made UKO calculations (see Appendix) of the Lawrence Livermorc Laboratory cratering experiment Pre-Schooner II. Since the code UKO is one-dimensional, the calculation is valid only up to the time at which surface spall occurs. The measured spall (jump-off) velocity was 3.9 cmfrn see, and the calculated velocity was J.i) cm fin sec. This agreement is satisfactory when one considers the tnhomogencous nature of earth materials and the limited information available regarding their EOS's.
NUMERICAL CONSIDERATIONS
This section deals mostly with the numerical technique called a.-tlficial viscosity. This method was proposed by Von Neumann and Richtmyer^ to enable the finite differ ence equations to simulate the physics associated with shocks. The artificial-viscosity method converts the discontinuous functions associated with shocks into rapidly changing (but continuous) functions that the finite-difference method can handSe readily. The following form of the so-called "quadratic q" was proposed by Von Neumann and Richtmyer:
(For zones being compressed;! q = pfCj^xr |g^|
where p is density, C. is a constant, AX is zone size, and u is velocity. The q is added to the pressure for each equation in which the pressure appears. (Note that the q depends on the zone size in such a way that it vanishes as the zone size approaches zero.) The effect of the q is to provide viscous damping over a few zones where JIL'/AX is very large. One of the attractive (and necessary) features Of this q is that the Rankine-Hugoniot conditions are preserved for shock descriptions, provided that the preshock and postshock values are not in the few zone regions over which the shock has been artificially spread. The UKO code uses an improved form of q described in Refs. 9 and 10, For the quadratic form we have the following q o -a (C ivr i£" } /?^1>-; ; ypi
r.therivise, q 0 |. s where p is pressure and C is sound speed. This form is more uniquely associated with shocks and provides smoother, more accurate calculations.
The effect of viscosity (real or artificial) is to convert kinetic energy into internal energy. Thus, it affects the solutions of physical problems. The quadratic q is such that it introduces insignificant errors for almost al! physical systems. Thus, it is not necessary to let is approach zero to obtain a reasonably accurate computation. For elastic solids, unfortunately, the quadratic q does not provide sufficient smoothing for shocks. Therefore, we add ; > linear q of th<-general form
This form is considerably less sensitive to the steepness of gradients. The result is that, in order to smooth the shock region, much more dissipation (nonphysical) is introduced into the calculation as a whole, ft is frequently necessary to examine the solution as a function of zone size so that the physical answer can be obtained by extrapolating to the case for iX -0. Since roost rock mechanics calculations currently require a linear q, it is essential that the L'KO code user be :tv.nrc of the effect of this artifice. The code user is urged to be familiar with itefs. 11, 9, and 10. [-"or intro ductory information regarding other methods of handling shocks, the reader is referred to the text bv Richtmver and Morton."
In the following sections we present, first, the difference equations of I'KO. Most of these arc taken directty from KO, are derived and discussed in Rcfs. 1 and 7, and need no further attention here.
Next, we give the logical structure of the entire code, with a few remarks on the location and order of the difference equations and EOS's l:i the code.
This Is followed by a Fortran listing of the important equations that were changed or added in the transformation from KO to UKO: i.e., the equations of artificial viscosity and of the failure model. These constitute the basic differences between the two codes. The listing is Included so that a user may familiarize himself with these new features in complete detail.
We provide a glossary for the names in the Fortran listing. Copies of the code may be made available to interested organizations outside I.LL. However, a review and release procedure Is required before the code can be transmitted outside the Laboratory.
OUTLINE OF FINITE DIFFERENCE EQUATIONS OF UKO

Mass Zoning
The material is divided into mass intervals:
w>-fti * * J 
T-ij
At an jutside regional boundary J, 
(ay
where
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At' rSmST C. and C Q are dimensionless constants C is sound speed AX is zone size AP is spatial pressure change Au is velocity gradient p is density.
Hydrostatic Pressure and Energy
The change in internal energy, AE, is composed of a hydrodynamic component and a distortion component:
Change in distortion energy, AZ: 
£05 EXIT
E10 PLOT RAOIUS VS. TIME, Q E15 PLOT P+0 VS. TIPE E2C PLOT VARIOUS FUNCTIONS VS. RADIUS £25 PLOT RADIAL STRESS VS. TIME £30 PLOT ENERGY ACROSS REGION BOUNDARY VS. TIME E3S PLOT DEVIATORS, ETA, AND VELOCITY VS. TINE E40 PLOT RADIUS VS. TIME CONTOURS E45 PLOT P ANO P-DEVIATORS VS. TIME
The difference equations are located in subroutines. C10-C35 and C45. They occur there in the order in which they are listed in Section B, Outline of Finite Difference Equations in UKO.
Equations of state are located in subroutines D10-D91. They are represented as polynomials (P = P[/u, E]), ideal gas equations, Tillotson equations, Mie-Gruneisen equations, and others. It should be noted that the one-dimensional (spherical) UKO calculations reported here can be compared to the experiment only with respect to the spall velocity at ground zero (GZ). After spallation begins, the field experiment becomes two dimensional. P -ii (pressure vs n -(1 -V)/V, where V is relative specific volume) data are given in Fig. A-1 burial of 21.65 m. We make no attempt to mock-up the many layers of geologic material at the site; these layers are described in Chapter 5 of Ref. 13 , and from this source we also obtain the re mainder of the material properties of the rock. From Table 5 .1 and Fig. 5.1 of Ref. 13 , we obtain an average density of 2.33 g/cc, an average compressive strength of 5 kbar, and an average shear modulus of 0.2 Mbar. We arbitrarily set the failure surface as in Fig. A-2 by using the above compressive strength and 14 by using the Schooner data as a guide, since the two types of rock are not too dissimilar. The region of the failure surface below a pressure of 6 kbar is most important, since only a small portion of the material experiences larger pressures, i.e., it is most important that the slope of the T (octahedral shear stress) -P curves be approximately correct.
C COMPUTF PRESSURE PEH (P SUB M) BETWEEN PEPC ICONSCLICATEOI ANO C PLMR (RUBBLE) PRESSURES, WHERE STRENGTH CURVE CROPS TG ZERO. L HO PEMU+1) = PEWCINES) + (PEMRINES) -PEPCINES)) * RUBFU + ll EM = I. IF letJrl) .LT. 0.) GC TC 275 EM = (PJCININES) -PIJ+U1 / PJOIMNES) *$J C30 IF (PU + ll .GT. PJOININES)) EM = 0. C C COMPUTF INTERPOLATION FRACTION IPFRACI FOR CALCULATION OF L PrtbSSLRE DEPENDENT FLNCTICNS _C_ ?75 PFRAC = IPIJ+l) -EOSAUES.NES)) / IEOSAI 1ES+1,NES l-EOSAl IES ,NES 11 C L FOR ELASTIC MATERIAL WITHOUT FAILURE, INTERPOLATE SHEAR MODULUS L AW CCMPUTE STRESS DEVIATCRS, THEN SKIP STRENGTH AND FAILURE C IF (.STRONG! NES) .LT. C.I .271
SHRM001J + 1) = EOSHUES.NES) + (EOSH IIES + 1 ,NES) -ECSH1 IES ,NES ))
OViJ+l) V(N-U)-VIN) FOR ZCNE J+l/2 E SPECIFIC INTERNAL ENERGY CF ZCNE. EOLD SPECIFIC INTERNAL ENERGY OF ZONE IN PREVIOUS CYCLE. EFRAC(EOS) FRACTION USED IN MELT TEST. IN INPUT, fcFRAC IS A PURE NUMBER (DEFAULT = .8). IN GENERATOR, EFRAC BECOMES A FRACTIONAL PART OF THE MELT ENERGY (EFRAC = EFRAC * EMELTI. SEE EHELT. EM A FRACTION USED IN INTERPOLATING FAILURE SURFACE COEFFICIENTS. EMELT(EOS) HELT ENERGY (PER GRAM) OF A MATERIAL. THE ENERGY REQUIREC TO RAISE TEMPERATURE TO MELTING POINT, PLUS HEAT OF FUSICN. USED TO DECIDE WHETHER A ZCNE HAS MELTED. DEFAULT = 1.E10 EOSA<EOS) PRESSURE TABLE FOR STRENGTH, FAILURE, AND KELAXATICN CALC. EOSB(P.EOS) CONSOLIDATED COMPRESSIVE STRENGTH CURVE. EOSF(P.EOS) ORIGINAL VOLUME CURVE (LOADING CURVE). EOSH(P.EOS) SHEAR MODULUS. EOSKP.EOS) RUBBLE CURVE FRACTION, THE FRACTION OF THE COMPOSITE STRENGTH CURVE WHICH IS MADE UP CF THE (INPUT) RUeBLE STRENGTH CURVE RATHER THAN THE (INPUT) CCNSCLICATED STRENGTH CURVE. EOSJ(P.EOS) DUCTILE (VON MISES) FAILURE FRACTION, IHE FRACTION OF FAILURE WHICH IS DUCTILE RATHER THAN eRITTLE. EOSU(EOS
The material is ductile above 6-kbar pressure and is brittle below 2 kbar, with a smooth linear transition between. For failure at negative pressure, the new surface is given by the rubble surface; and, for failure above 6-kbar pressure, the failure surface is given by the consolidated surface. These two surfaces are mixed linearly between these two values.
The high-explosive (HE) used to create the crater was nitromethane (NM), which is a fluid and can be easily poured into a preformed chamber. NM has a density of 1.13 g/cc and an energy content of 1200 cal/g. For the experiment, a spherical chamber had been prepared whose volume was to hold 100 tons of NM with its center at a depth of 21.6 m. However, some of the explosive leaked, and the shot was fired with only 86% of the volume occupied. The acutal chamber volume was used in the UKO calcula tion, but the HE density was put at 0.97 g/cc. A standard KO (No. 1) EOS for HE was used, with its energy per unit mass modified to the NM value. The HE chamber and emplacement description can be found in Ref. 15 .
The camera used to record surface motion at GZ exposed slightly less thaP one frame per msec, and this low resolution was degraded further by the smoothing techniques necessary to perform the data analysis. Pictures were taken of a large (4 X 16 ft) plywood target mounted on a heavy 6-in. o. d. pipe set in concrete, so the target was very inert and poorly coupled to the earth; these difficulties made it virtually impossible to resolve the acceleration details of the earth during the spall phase. However, if a state of dynamic equilibrium (plywood target and earth at the same constant velocity) is reached and maintained sufficiently long, then the spall velocity should be measurable. From Fig. 4 .2 of Ref. 15 , the displacement-vs-time -29-data from 30 to 70 msec appear to fit this criterion quite well, so one obtains a spall velocity of 3.9 cm/msec to within an accuracy of about 3%.
Three calculations were run on UKO with various zone sizes so that the effect of artificial viscosity could be estimated and eliminated. The coarsely zoned problem had six zones in the HE <~46 cm each) and 45 zones in the rock (-43 cm each). The spall velocity of the outermost 43-cm section was 3.12 cm/msec. Another problem was run in which each of the above zones was halved, and the outermost 43 cm of rock experienced a spall velocity of 3.52 cm/msec. Each zone was halved once more for the third calculation, and the outermost 43-cm section spalled at a velocity of 3.76 cm/msec. These spall velocities can be plotted as a function of relative zone size, and a curve can be extrapolated to zero zone size. The extrapolated spall velocity is approximately 4.0 cm/msec, compared with 3.9 from the experiment. The actual geologic materials are 'juite inhomogeneous, the EOS's of the rock samples that were measured are quite crude, and the numerical model is quite simplistic. When these factors are considered, the agreement is considerably within that which would be considered satisfactory.
The P-V data can be considered to be fairly reliable, even though the measure ments are static. One might, however, expect the failure surfaces to change noticeably as the strain rates change. A similar calculational series was run (x-arying zone size) with the ductile strength raised by 50%, and the resulting spall velocity was reduced by only 10%. After the rarefaction has reached the cavity, the HE gas begins to recompact the spalled material; and the spalled material and the gas-acceleration phase begins, in which a second push of the material is accomplished. The actual recompaction process is quite two dimensional and is included here only to demonstrate code behavior for a portion of the rock mechanics model that is quite difficult to handle. Note that the recompaction process involves a discontinuity in the material behavior, i.e., material at zero pressure (no matter what density) is suddenly changed to a material for which the EOS must be used. A large linear q is used to damp out noises at the recompaction front (see Fig. A-7) , although some noise remains. In Fig. A-7 we also observe a material quasi-interface that results from the fact that the rock to the right of the quasiinterface has lost its elastic properties as a result of the spallation process, and the pressure has not become large enough to heal the material. This last feature of the calculation i6 a result of the specific way in which the UKO model allows spalled material to heal. Even though this part of the model is considered experimental, examination of Fig. A-8 shows that the solution is well behaved. It should be added that the energy conservation is excellent; the energy content of the problem changes by less than 0.01% when the problem goes from cycle 507 to cycle 1683 (Figs. A-3 to A-8 ).
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